
Special Display of WWI Artifacts at the 
Armistice Day Concert 

 
Make sure to stop by the parlor at National Presbyterian Church to see a unique display of WWI 
artifacts curated by historian Michael Bigelow from his own collection. 

Mike is a military historian and the husband of City Choir's 
own Alto 2 Section Leader Audrey Bigelow. After a career 
as an active duty Army officer, Mike returned to his first 
love, history. He is the command historian for the Army 
Intelligence and Security Command, and has an extensive 
personal collection of artifacts and memorabilia from the 
Great War. With a wife who is a singer and a son who is a 
middle school band director, Mike is especially interested in 
the role of music in the military. He has acquired bugles, 
U.S. Army band uniforms, photographs of military bands, 
and many first editions of popular songs, as well as 
songbooks for bugle, fife, and drum that were part of the 
WWI military musician's accoutrements. You can see some 
of these, as well as much more, in the parlor on Nov. 11! 

The City Choir of Washington is thrilled that Mike has volunteered to display part of his collection 
and will be on hand to answer questions during our Armistice Day concert. Allegro recently caught up 
with him to learn more: 

Allegro: How did you come to become a military historian and collector of WWI artifacts? 

Mike Bigelow: This is really a tough question, since I can't remember a time that I didn't have a 
particular interest in military history. I remember regaling a friend with a list of America's wars and 
their leading generals when I was nine or ten. So, it has been my passion for a time longer than I care 
to remember. Another aspect of the question has a "which-came-first: the chicken or the egg" element: 
Did I become an Army officer because I liked military history? Or did I like military history because I 
wanted to be an Army officer? Beats me! 

Being a World War I historian is a more "recent" occurrence. When I went to grad school, most 
military history students studied the American Civil War or World War II. I wanted to do something 
different so turned to World War I. Of course, grad school was over three decades ago, so "recent" is 
a relative concept. 

As for collecting, I think it was a natural outgrowth of the kind of historian I am. For me, history is 
more than an academic exercise. It is a way of connecting with those who came before. When I'm 
holding a letter that was written 100 years ago, I can better feel the connection with that person and 
the past regardless of its "historical" worth.  

Under the rubrics of "tradition of the service," this connection with the past can be strong in the Army. 
Being a part of the Army for almost 35 years, I can't help but be caught up in this; in fact, I'm probably 



one of those that perpetuate it. So, turning the pages of a military manual (especially one with notes 
in it) can strengthen the feeling of following footsteps of those that came before. 

Also, I have to admit that collecting does have a "coolness" factor for me too: it's just cool to hold a 
compass that was made over a century ago and it still works. That's impressive. 

Allegro: How many pieces do you have in your collection? 

M. B.: Oh gosh...I don't know. Let's say lots and lots...and lots. Certainly, hundreds, perhaps 
thousands. While I've not cataloged my "artifacts," as I have my 3,653 books, another problem is what 
to catalogue. I see my "collection" broadly, so it includes a lot of different kinds of things-photographs, 
letters, documents, maps, hats, helmets, manuals, insignia, medals, personal items, observation 
equipment, and even the old unit histories. 

With the possible exception of compasses and maps, I 
don't specifically collect any single kind of item. While I 
have quite a few compasses, I have only one gas mask, 
one uniform set, one rifle, one bayonet, one trench 
periscope, etc.  

Instead, I try to build "a display" of a specific topic. So I 
have a number of what you can call sub-collections. One 
of these includes memorabilia honoring Gen. John J. 
Pershing, the American commander in France (that is, if 
you consider a piggy bank, paperweight, commemorative 

plates, and coin purses as "honoring" him). I have all that collection in a single display cabinet.  

Then with a distant cousin who served in the 1st Division, I have patches, medals, mugs, and plaques 
from the division in the Great War. That only takes two shelves. 

Because I was an Army Intelligence officer for 22 years and because I'm now a historian for the Army's 
intelligence agency, I've accumulated papers, photographs, and items from intelligence soldiers from 
World War I. I have four main individuals represented in this sub-collection. I used this group to 
commemorate World War I's centennial for my organization and it now resides in its front lobby. 

The largest single sub-collection is my real photo postcards (or RPPCs). These were studio 
photographs developed onto photo paper with a pre-printed postcard backing. They were extremely 
popular with the doughboys. I have binders full of RPPCs showing doughboys and their buddies. 
Sometimes humorous, sometimes artistic, there's usually an element of pride captured in these images. 

Allegro: How do you acquire the items? 

M. B.: The books in my collection have all sorts of stories to go with them. I've purchased them from 
used books stores, found them in antique shops, swapped for them, and bought them on-line.  

Although I've swapped for a few and some have just fallen in my lap, I obtained the vast majority of 
my collection through eBay. 



Allegro: Do you have a favorite artifact? 

M. B.: It's hard to say. I really love my maps and compasses. A 1917 compass was one of the first 
pieces in my collection. Since they are sturdy and compact, I probably show them off more than any 
other pieces.  

Two artifacts-taking a broad view of the term artifact-however, rise to the top of the charts: a RPPC 
of my distant cousin Elmer Olson and a copy of the 1908 Army Regulations that belonged to Fox 
Conner.  

Elmer Olson served as a farrier for the Army in France. He served with the 1st Division (which I also 
served in) and was one of the first doughboys to arrive in France and one of the last to return to the 
States. His field artillery unit fired the first shot against the Germans. 

My mother had given me a scan of one 
photo of Elmer. That's cool, but my 
favorite is the RPPC that I found myself 
on eBay. It shows Elmer holding a 
horseshoe surrounded by six of his 
buddies. I treasure it because I discovered 
it, recognized him, and bought it. 
Interestingly, the seller wasn't in 
Minnesota, where Elmer lived, so perhaps 
it was even more amazing that I ever came 
across it. 

I found Fox Conner's copy of the 
regulations in a stack of books that a library was still processing. I was looking through the stack out 
of curiosity and was astonished when I saw his signature on the inside cover. Quickly, I ordered 
another copy of the regulations and swapped them out for Conner's copy.  

Conner is important to me because I wrote my master's thesis on his service in the A.E.F. Again, a 
connection thing. 

Allegro: Did having two musicians in the family spur your interest in musical memorabilia? 

M. B.: To be sure. Without [my elder son] Buster, a bandsman, in the family, I don't think I would've 
"invested" in the bigger items. In fact, the bugles, baritone, and baton are his-I gave them to him as a 
way of sharing that feeling of connecting with the past. Still, I'm pretty sure that I would've bought 
photos of the bands and bandsmen, especially the RRPCs, whether I had musicians in the family or 
not.  

I'll admit that I bought the sheet music specifically for this display at the City Choir's concert. I wanted 
to have more than just Army band stuff. 
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